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Assessment Capable Learners

• Know their current level of understanding 
• Know where they’re going and are 

confident to take on the challenge
• Select tools to guide their learning
• Seek feedback and recognize that errors 

are opportunities to learn
• Monitor their progress and adjust their 

learning
• Recognize their learning and teach others

Chat	 Discussion

What have you tried 
in your classroom in 
the last 4 weeks as it 

relates to assessment-
capable learners? 
What successes or 

challenges have you 
encountered?  
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questions	do	
you	have?	
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32 K = 70.5 lb

“You’re 
freakishly 
strong.”
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To build strength

To build stamina

To build strength

To build stamina
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Monitoring one’s progress provides 
motivation to do more, and try something new. 

Assessment Capable Learners

• Know their current level of understanding 
• Know where they’re going and are confident 

to take on the challenge
• Select tools to guide their learning
• Seek feedback and recognize that errors are 

opportunities to learn
• Monitor their progress and adjust their 

learning
• Recognize their learning and teach others

What might a “learning 
Fitbit look like?
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Assessment-capable Learners monitor their 
progress and adjust their learning

Sou rce:	Hattie, 	 J.	 (2009 ).	Visib le	Lea rnin g:	A	Syn thesis	of	Over	800 	Meta -Ana lyses	Rela ting 	to	Ach ievemen t. 	New	York,	NY:	Rou tled ge.

Self-reflection and Self-questioning d =	0.64
Design
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Use 
anticipation 
to develop 

this habit of 
mind. 
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Have you noticed that our trees are 
changing colors? What do you 
know about leaves and trees?

K

Partner talk: What do you think these men are 
doing? Why do you think so?  We’ll find out today.

2nd

We’l l be reading another poem by 
James Baldwin today.

With your partner, list three 
things you already know about 

this poet. 
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(8x+7)2 (4x+3)(x+1) =  9

2

We’re going to solve this 
equation today. Talk with your 
partner about what you think 

our first step might be. 

We’re going to read an article 
about cell phone tracking 

devices today. How do you use 
your cell phone for 

navigational/location 
purposes? 

Bell Ringer: 

Turn “I can” statements into 
“Can I?” questions to foster 
the habit of self-questioning. 

Can	I	tell	the	order	of	events	
in	this	story?
Can	I	explain	charts,	graphs,	
and	diagrams	used	in	this	
informational	text?
Can	I	compare	new	
information	I	read	about	to	
what	I	already	know?
Can	I	write	about	what	I	have	
read?
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Turn “I can” statements into 
“Can I?” questions to foster 
the habit of self-questioning. 

• Can	I	tell	the	order	of	
events	in	this	story?

• Can	I	explain	charts,	
graphs,	and	diagrams	used	
in	this	informational	text?

• Can	I	compare	new	
information	I	read	about	
to	what	I	already	know?

• Can	I	write	about	what	I	
have	read?

Responding	to	Learning	Intentions	and	Success	Criteria

Before	the	Lesson

• How	much	do	you	know	
about	today’s	topic?

• Why	is	this	topic	important?
• What	strategies	will	you	
need	to	use	today	to	be	
successful?

• What	do	you	expect	to	be	
easy	about	today’s	lesson?	
What	will	be	hard?

After	the	Lesson

• What	was	most	confusing	
for	you	today?

• What	new	knowledge	did	
you	acquire	today?

• What	strategy	worked	best	
for	you	today,	and	why?

• What	do	you	need	to	know	
next?	What	wonderings	do	
you	have	that	I	haven’t	
addressed?

Paste	these	reflective	
questions	 on	the	inside	

cover	of	student	
notebooks.	

Assign	specific	 questions	
or	let	students	 choose.		
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Use a single-point rubric 
to promote assessment 

capability with younger learners.  

Areas that Need Work Success Criteria Evidence of Exceeding 
Standards

Topic introduced 
effectively.

Related ideas grouped 
together to give some 

organization. 
Topic developed with 

multiple facts, 
definitions, details.
Linking words and 

phrases  connect ideas
within a category of 

information.
Strong concluding 

statement or section. 

5th Grade Writing Rubric

Areas that Need Work Success Criteria
(Aware Practitioner)

Evidence of Exceeding 
Standards

This refection explains 
the my thinking about 

my own learning 
processes. 

This refection is an 
analysis of my learning 

experience.
I attempted to use 

special talents of my 
team members. 
I accept some 

responsibility for the 
team’s struggles.

Self-assessment Rubric
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Chat	 Discussion

What might a 
“Learning Fitbit” 

look like? 
What could 

students monitor 
in your classroom? 

Accountable	Talk	
sounds	 like…

Accountable	Talk	sounds	 like…
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Gallery Walk
• Teams	rotate	
around	 the	
classroom

• Questions	 posted	
on	charts

• Composing	
answers

• Reflecting	 on	
other	 students’	
comments

Gallery Walk 4

This	week	we	started	 our	new	text,	Where	the	
Wild	Things	 Are.	We	had	a	gallery	walk	around	
the	room	 and	wrote	 on	Post-It	notes	what	 we	
thought	 was	happening,	 and	what	Max	or	the	
monsters	 were	saying	or	 thinking	 in	the	image.		
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Sou rce:	Hattie, 	 J.	 (2009 ).	Visib le	Lea rnin g:	A	Syn thesis	of	Over	800 	Meta -Ana lyses	Rela ting 	to	Ach ievemen t. 	New	York,	NY:	Rou tled ge.

Frequency	Intensity		Duration
Formal	Discussion:	d =	0.82

Discussion is “a free exchange of 
information among at least 

three students that lasts longer 
than 30 seconds.”

(Applebee, Langer, Nystrand, & Gamoran, 2003)

14-52	seconds	per	period.	

The	average	length	of	whole	class	
discussions	in	middle	school

English	classrooms.
(Nystrand &	Gamoran,	1997;	Wilkinson	&	Nelson,	2013)	
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¤Gender	¤ Race ¤ Immigration	Status	¤

Participatory	Inequity

Influences	who	talks	and	who	doesn’t.

The	 antidote?	Build	the	
habits	and	dispositions	
needed	 for	formal	

discussion	using	 low-
stakes	 strategies.	
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Opinion
Corners

• Display	a	statement	- - have	
students	move	to	the	corner	
that	corresponds	to	their	
beliefs

• Students	discuss	in	their	
corner	

• Post	sentence	frames	in	each	
corner
Give	 them	a	chance	to	use	
argumentation	skills	to	

persuade	others!	

Strongly 
Agree

DisagreeStrongly 
Disagree

Agree

California	police	
can	fine	distracted	
drivers	up	to	
$1000,	even	those	
eating	and	
applying	makeup.

In	Government.	 .	.

Pairs arrange vocabulary in order 
as it is used in a film, 
demonstration, or lecture.

Retell using vocabulary to prompt 
recall of content.

Steppingstones are then used for 
written summary.  

Foster	Collaboration	 through	
Vocabulary	 Steppingstones
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• Students create a poster with specific visual 
information (drawings and text).

• All students participate in making the poster using 
their own colored marker.

• They sign the poster in their color.
• Students discuss critically, explain, and make 

decisions to complete this task.

Collaborative	Poster

9

Collaborative	
Posters	in	
Science

Collaborative	
Poster	in	
Geometry
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• Marking:	“That’s	 an	 important	point.”
• Challenging	students: “What	do	you think?”
• Keeping	 the	channels	open:	“Did	everyone	 hear	
that?”

• Keeping	everyone	 together:	 “Who	can	 repeat…?”	
• Linking	contributions:	“Who	wants	 to	add	on…?”
• Verifying	 and	clarifying:	“So,	are	you	saying…?”
• Pressing	for	accuracy:	“Where	 can	we	 find	that?”	
• Building	on	prior	knowledge:	 “How	does	this	
connect?”	

• Pressing	for	reasoning:	“Why	do	you	think	that?”	

Michaels, 	 S., 	 O’Conno r,	M .	C ., 	Hal l , 	M .	W.,	&	Resn ick,	 L. 	B .	 (2 0 1 0 ).	Acco u n ta b le	Ta lk® 	So u rceb o o k:	Fo r	C la ssro om	 Co n versa tio n 	Th a t	 Wo rks	
(v.3 .1 ). 	 	Un iversi ty	 o f	P i ttsbu rgh 	 In sti tu te	 fo r	Learn in g.	 h ttp ://i fl . l rd c.p i tt.edu

Teacher’s	conversational	moves

Chat	Discussion
In what ways could you 
foster accountable talk in 
your classroom?

How might accountable talk 
frames improve student 
discussion?

Goal-setting	 should	be	
about	progress,	 not	just	
outcomes.	
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Sou rce:	Hattie, 	 J.	 (2009 ).	Visib le	Lea rnin g:	A	Syn thesis	of	Over	800 	Meta -Ana lyses	Rela ting 	to	Ach ievemen t. 	New	York,	NY:	Rou tled ge.

Goal	setting:	d =	0.50
Design
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• “

Performance	 vs.	Mastery	Goals

Mastery	goals	are	underdeveloped	for	most	students.	

Personal	Best	goal	setting	

I	currently		can…

To	improve	I	will	need	 to...	

My	 personal	 best	goal	is...	
. 	

I	wrote	1000	words	today.	

Bump	It	Up	
wall	in	

Kindergarten
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Seventh	Grade	
Learning	Continuum	Wall

Practice	in	Action:	Kindergarten	Writing	
Learning	 Intentions	and	Success	 Criteria

Practice	in	Action:	Kindergarten	
Writing	Goal	Setting	
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Practice	in	Action:	
Kindergarten	Meeting	
with	Students	About	

Goals

Practice	in	
Action:	

Kindergarten	
Informational	

Writing

Chat	Discussion
Self-regulation, planning, 
and organizing can help 
students become 
assessment-capable. 

How do you envision 
creating these 
opportunities for your 
learners??
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Assessment-capable Learners recognize their 
learning and teach others

Recognition requires self-assessment . 

Comparative Essays Self-Assessment

Students 
compare 

performance 
from two 

points in the 
year. 

Handout
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You can’t fatten sheep by weighing them. 

“When the cook tastes the soup, that’s 
formative…”
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“When the guests taste the soup, that’s 
summative.” Robert Stake

Comparing Formative and 
Summative Assessments

Formative Summative
Improve instruction
Generate feedback

Purpose? Measure of student 
competency

Ongoing throughout 
unit

When 
Administered?

End of unit

Self-monitor 
understanding

How do students 
use results?

Gauge progress 
toward goals and 
standards

Check for 
understanding

How do teachers 
use results?

Grades, promotion

Students and Parents: How helpful are each of the 
following in helping [you, your child] learn?

NWEA/Gal lu p 	P o ll , 	May	2 01 6	 	h ttp://b lo gs.edweek.o rg/edweek/cu rricu lum/2 0 16 /05 /su rvey_classroom_fo rmative_tests_mo re_u sefu l_th an_summative.h tml

67

77

76

74

75

76

65

67

68

69

74

75

79

End-of-course Tests

Practice Tests

Diagnostic Tests

Intermim Assessments

Formative Assessments

Performance Tasks

Classroom tests and quizzes

Percentage who say helpful or very helpful
% Parents % Students

This 	 quest ion	 was 	 not 	asked	 of 	s t udent 	 r espondent s
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Formative Assessment is GPS for your students 
(and for you.)

60%

Amount of 
instructional 

minutes 
devoted to 

teaching them 
things they 

already know. 

The Hidden Lives of Learners. Graham Nuthall (2007). 
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Formative	
Assessment	

accelerates	learning	
because	it	

empowers	students.

(Adesope,	Trevisan,	&	Sundararajan,	2017)	

Formative Practice Testing

Lots of practice 
tests didn’t 

increase student 
learning. Once is 

often enough.

(Adesope,	Trevisan,	&	Sundararajan,	2017)	

Formative Practice Testing
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Feedback paired 
with the practice 

test enhances 
learning.

(Adesope,	Trevisan,	&	Sundararajan,	2017)	

Formative Practice Testing

Their usefulness 
was strong at 

both the 
elementary and 

secondary levels.

(Adesope,	Trevisan,	&	Sundararajan,	2017)	

Formative Practice Testing

The value of 
formative 

practice tests is in 
students reflecting 

on their results.

(Adesope,	Trevisan,	&	Sundararajan,	2017)	

Formative Practice Testing
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Strengths: 
Complex 
tasks I got 

right

To be 
achieved:

Complex 
tasks I got 
wrong: My 
next steps

Achieved:
Easy tasks I 

got right

Gaps:
Easy tasks I 
got wrong: 
Things I 
need to 
practice

E-asTTle, New Zealand online assessment

Sou rce:	Hattie, 	 J.	 (2009 ).	Visib le	Lea rnin g:	A	Syn thesis	of	Over	800 	Meta -Ana lyses	Rela ting 	to	Ach ievemen t. 	New	York,	NY:	Rou tled ge.

Teacher Estimates of Student	Achievement :	d =	1.62

Design

#1

How accurate are your estimates? 

Item Analysis on Practice Test

The correct answer for item 4 is c. 

Prediction Actual

Approximately what percentage of 
your students will select the correct 
answer?

___% ___%

Approximately what percentage of 
students in the grade level or 
department will select the correct 
answer? ___% ___%
Which will be the most common 
incorrect answer selected by all
students? 

Hill & Chin, 2018
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Chat	Discussion
How might you incorporate 
formative practice testing? 

How could you use the data 
you gather?

Sou rce:	Hattie, 	 J.	 (2009 ).	Visib le	Lea rnin g:	A	Syn thesis	of	Over	800 	Meta -Ana lyses	Rela ting 	to	Ach ievemen t. 	New	York,	NY:	Rou tled ge.

Peer	Tutoring:	d =	0.55
Design

Peer	Tutoring	(0.55)	

• A	student	who	possesses	more	knowledge	than	another	
coaches	or	teaches	one	with	less	knowledge	on	the	topic.	

• Flexible
1:1
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• It	is	structured
• The	 tutors	have	
received	 training

Peer	tutoring	works	better	when…

Paired	Oral	Reading	
Using	Difficult	Text	

Share	1	book
Sit	side-by-side
One	smooth	finger
Two	Voices
Not	too	fast,	not	too	slow
Write	down	crazy	words
Have	fun!

Text	is	3	
grade	levels	
above the	
lower	
reader’s	
current	
level	
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“Results	indicate	that	weaker	readers,	using	texts	at	two,	
three,	and	four	grade	levels	above	their	instructional	
levels	with	the	assistance	of	lead	readers	[other,	better	
reading,	third	graders],	outscored	both	proficient	
and	less	proficient	students in	the	control	group	
across	multiple	measures	of	reading	achievement.”	
(Brown,	Mohr,	&	Wilcox,	2017)

Paired	 Oral	Reading	
Using	Difficult	 Text	

Share	1	book
Sit	side-by-side
One	smooth	finger
Two	Voices
Not	too	fast,	not	too	slow
Write	down	crazy	words
Have	fun!

Students	need	a	range	of	rigorous	tasks	to	in	order	to	develop	
as	assessment-capable	learners.		

Difficulty	vs.	Complexity

Difficulty

• A	measure	 of	effort
required	 to	complete	
a	task

• In	assessment,	 a	
function	 of	how	
many	people	 can	
complete	 the	 task	
correctly.

Complexity
• A	measure	of	the	
thinking, action,	or	
knowledge	that	is	
needed	to	complete	the	
task.

• In	assessment,	how	
many	different	ways	can	
the	task	be	
accomplished.
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Easy Hard

Less	Complex

Low	Difficulty
High	Complexity

High	Difficulty
High	Complexity

Low	Difficulty
Low	Complexity

High	Difficulty
Low	Complexity

More	Complex

PAGE
25

STRATEGIC	 THINKING
• Goal setting
• Resolving	problems
• Metacognition
• Self-regulation

STRUGGLE
• Peer critiques
• Close	reading
• Project-based	

learning

FLUENCY
• Spaced practice
• Repeated	reading
• Mnemonics

STAMINA
• Independent reading
• Research	projects

More	
Complex

Less	
Complex

Easy Hard

Strategic	
Thinking

StaminaFluency

Struggle

Low	Di fficu l ty
High 	Complexi ty

High 	Di ffi cu l ty
High 	Complexi ty

Low	Di fficu l ty
Low	Comp lexi ty

High 	Di ffi cu l ty
Low	Comp lexi ty

Future	professional	learning	
at	your	site?

Ask	grade	levels	 to	plot	tasks	
assigned	for	the	last	30	days.
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Academic	press:	The	 extent	to	which	
school	members,	 including	students,	
teachers,	 and	 leaders,	 experience	 a	

strong	emphasis	 on	academic	success	 and	
striving	to	collectively		improve.				

Chat	Discussion
Why is it crucial for students 
to have a range of tasks to 
develop as assessment-
capable learners? 

What might you do in order 
to ensure that you are 
creating academic press?

No	significant	learning	occurs	
without	a	significant	relationship.	
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Assessment-capable Learners

What assessment-capable learners 
need to thrive. 

December 5, 2018 webinar with 
Dominique Smith

Assessment-capable Learners

Mindframes of Assessment-Capable 
Schools

December 12, 2018 webinar with 
Dominique Smith and Nancy Frey

www.fisherandfrey.com


